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Plastic Strain and Grain Size Effect on High-Pressure Phase Transformations in Nanostructured TiO₂ Ceramics
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Anatase TiO₂ was severely deformed using high-pressure torsion and the effect of plastic strain and grain size on phase transformations was investigated. A high-pressure TiO₂-II phase (columbite) with the orthorhombic structure was formed under pressures of 1 and 6 GPa. Fraction of TiO₂-II increased with increasing the plastic strain and remained stable at ambient pressure. Microstructural analysis showed that TiO₂-II was stabilized in grains with sizes less than ~15 nm because of high energy barrier for reverse phase transformation, while larger grains had the anatase structure. Large densities of oxygen vacancies and dislocations were also formed after severe plastic deformation.
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TiO\textsubscript{2} exists in three main polymorphs under ambient condition: rutile and anatase with the tetragonal structure, and brookite with the orthorhombic structure [1-6]. Both anatase and brookite are metastable and transform to rutile at higher temperatures [1]. In addition to temperature, pressure also causes phase transformations in TiO\textsubscript{2}. Anatase transforms to TiO\textsubscript{2}-II (columbite) with the orthorhombic structure at 2.5-7 GPa [1-4] and to baddeleyite with the monoclinic structure at 12-15 GPa [5,6]. Recently, high-pressure phases of TiO\textsubscript{2} are receiving appreciable attention because of their narrow band gap, which makes them potential photocatalysts under visible light [7]. However, stabilizing these phases at ambient pressure is a challenging task.

Although the effect of temperature and pressure on allotropic phase transformation of TiO\textsubscript{2} is well studied [1-6], the effect of plastic strain as a factor that can cause phase transformation is not well understood. Earlier experiments using shock wave compression [8] and high-energy ball milling [9-12] suggested that the plastic strain accelerates the phase transformations in TiO\textsubscript{2}.

Size effect is another factor which influence the phase transformations in TiO\textsubscript{2}. Smaller particles usually exhibit more sluggish phase transformations both at high temperatures [13,14] and high pressures [15,16]. Reidy \textit{et al.} [14] reported a minimum critical particle size of 45 nm for anatase to rutile transition under ambient pressure. Theoretical study conducted by Hearne \textit{et al.} [17] concluded that coarse-grained anatase underwent a
transformation from anatase to TiO$_2$-II at 5 GPa, and from TiO$_2$-II to baddeleyite at 15 GPa. Whilst, anatase with an average grain size of ~12 nm did not transform to TiO$_2$-II, but transformed to baddeleyite directly at 18 GPa. Other studies showed that anatase with sizes at nanometer level hardly transformed to TiO$_2$-II or baddeleyite [18-20]. Most of the cited experimental studies [15-20] are on the relation between particle size and phase transformation. However, the effect of grain size on the stability of high-pressure TiO$_2$ phases at ambient pressure is not well understood.

The high-pressure torsion (HPT) method [21], in which the material is compressed between two anvils under controllable pressures and plastic strain is induced by rotating the two anvils against each other, is an ideal technique to investigate the simultaneous effect of pressure, plastic strain and grain size on phase transformations. Although the HPT method is mainly used to achieve nanograins [22-24] and metastable or stable phases [25-27] in metallic materials, there have been several attempts to use the method for processing ceramics [21,28-30].

In this study, anatase TiO$_2$ is processed by HPT under hydrostatic pressures of 1 and 6 GPa and the effect of plastic strain and grain size on the stability of TiO$_2$-II phase at ambient pressure is investigated. Pressures of 1 and 6 GPa are selected below and above the reported critical pressure for anatase to TiO$_2$-II transition, 2.5-7 GPa [1-4].

Starting material was anatase TiO$_2$ powders with a purity level of 99.8% and ~150
nm particle size. Almost 0.2 g of powders were placed between two Bridgman anvils [21] under $P = 1$ and 6 GPa and shear strain $\gamma (\gamma = 2\pi rN/h)$; $r$: distance from disc center, $N$: number of turns, $h$: sample thickness [22]) was introduced by rotating the two anvils with respect to each other for either 0 (mere compression), 1/16, 1/4, 1 and 4 turns at room temperature. After HPT processing, the material had a disc shape with 10 mm diameter and 0.8 mm thickness. The HPT-processed discs were polished and examined in terms of (i) X-ray diffraction (XRD) analyses using the CuKα radiation, (ii) Raman spectroscopy at 3 mm from the center of discs using a micro-Raman system with a 532 nm solid state laser, (iii) photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy using a spectrofluorometer equipped with a Xenon lamp with an excitation wavelength of 350 nm, and (iv) high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Thin foils for TEM were prepared by crushing the edge part of samples and pouring them on a carbon-type grid.

XRD results for samples processed by HPT under 1 and 6 GPa for 4 turns are shown in Fig. 1(a). Anatase peaks are clearly visible in powder and in the HPT-processed samples, while a distinct peak broadening occurs after HPT processing. This peak broadening is an indication of lattice strain, which results from the formation of lattice defects. In addition to anatase, TiO$_2$-II can also be detected for samples processed by HPT. The TiO$_2$-II phase remained stable for at least 200 days under ambient condition. It is noteworthy that TiO$_2$-II phase was formed even under 1 GPa, which is below the reported critical pressure for TiO$_2$-II
formation at room temperature (2.5-7 GPa [1-4]). Such a decrease in transition pressure should be due to the effect of plastic strain.

The effect of plastic strain on phase transformation is shown more clearly in XRD results of Figs. 1(b) and (c). The intensity of TiO$_2$-II peaks and the fraction of TiO$_2$-II (obtained from Rietveld analysis) increase as the number of HPT turns and plastic strain increase. The trend of phase fraction against strain in Fig. 1(c) is similar to those observed in HPT-processed metallic materials [23-24] and ceramics [28-30]. The effect of plastic strain on phase transformation can be also confirmed by Raman spectroscopy, as shown in Fig. 2(a). Vibration modes for anatase can be seen in the samples before and after HPT processing, while TiO$_2$-II peaks appear only after HPT processing and their intensity increases with increasing the strain. Details of Raman spectroscopy for anatase and TiO$_2$-II were reported elsewhere [2,31]. The current results together with the earlier reports achieved by shock wave compression [8] and high-energy ball milling [9-12] confirm that the plastic strain has a significant effect to overcome the energy barrier for anatase to TiO$_2$-II transition.

Photos of HPT-processed discs are embedded in Fig. 1(c). The color of sample after pure compression is white (the same color as that of the powder), but the color changes to dark green after HPT processing, indicating that oxygen vacancies are formed [32]. PL spectroscopy, as shown in Figure 2(b), is a powerful technique to investigate the condition of vacancies in semiconductors by examination of the charge carrier trapping, immigration and
recombination [33]. The PL plateau centered at \( \lambda = 430 \) and 470 nm in Fig. 2(b) are due to the band-band transition photoluminescence and the shallow traps on oxygen vacancies, respectively [34]. It is clear that PL intensity increases as the number of HPT turns increases, indicating that the oxygen vacancy concentration increases. Earlier reports also showed that supersaturated vacancies are formed in metallic materials by severe plastic deformation [35].

A representative bright-filed TEM image of powder and corresponding selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern are shown in Figs. 3(a) and (b), respectively. The average grain size is 150±30 nm and all diffraction spots in the SAED pattern correspond to the anatase phase. Whilst, the material processed by HPT for 4 turns has a bimodal microstructure composed of large grains with sizes larger than 40 nm and small grains with sizes in the range of 5-15 nm. Careful examination of large grains (as shown in Fig. 3(c)) indicates that they have an anatase structure and several edge dislocations are visible within these grains, but the small nanograins (as shown in Fig. 3(e)) have a \( \text{TiO}_2\text{-II} \) structure. Edge dislocations are marked by T in Fig. 3(c) and shown more clearly in the lattice image of Fig. 3(d) obtained by inverse fast Furrier transform (FFT). The presence of six dislocations in Fig. 3(c) within a small area of 2600 nm\(^2\) corresponds to a high dislocation density of 2.3\( \times 10^{15} \) m\(^{-2}\). Such a high dislocation density is anomalous for most ceramics and is comparable to those reported in severely deformed metallic materials [22,23]. Examination results of 80 grains using high-resolutions TEM are summarized in Fig. 4. As shown, nanograins with sizes less than 15
nm always have a TiO$_2$-II structure, while larger grains have an anatase structure. The formation of nanograins in this study is well consistent with the earlier reports on HPT processing of other ceramics such as ZrO$_2$ [28] and BaTiO$_3$ [30].

Two questions naturally arise from the current study: why TiO$_2$-II remained stable at ambient pressure and why it formed under pressures as low as 1 GPa? Microstructural analyses in Figs. 3 and 4 clearly indicate that the stability of TiO$_2$-II phase is due to the grain size effect, which is in good agreement with the earlier reports in HPT-processed Co [36], Ti [27] and BaTiO$_3$ [30]. According to literature, pressure- and temperature-induced phase transformations in TiO$_2$ are suppressed when the particle size is well at the nanometer level [15-20]. Hearne et al. [17] calculated the critical grain size for the nucleation of orthorhombic TiO$_2$-II phase at the interface of anatase grains and concluded that TiO$_2$-II nucleated only for anatase grains that have sizes larger than 12 nm. They suggested that the energy barrier for nucleation of TiO$_2$-II at the boundaries of small anatase grains was too high, so that the anatase/TiO$_2$-II interfaces became energetically unfavorable. In agreement with Ref. [17], TiO$_2$-II remained stable in grains smaller than 15 nm because of the energy barrier for nucleation of anatase which makes the anatase/TiO$_2$-II interfaces energetically unfavorable.

The formation of TiO$_2$-II under 1 GPa, which is appreciably below the critical pressure for the formation of TiO$_2$-II under pure compression (2.5-7 GPa [1-4]), clearly proves that strain plays a significant role on overcoming the energy barrier for nucleation of
It is important to note that in pure compression without strain, new phases nucleate at lattice defects such as dislocations that already exist in the material [37]. Since the fraction of these defects is usually limited, high pressures are needed to overcome the energy barrier for nucleation. In contrast, in HPT a huge population of new defects continuously generate during plastic deformation [38]. Therefore, nucleation sites are abundant and thus the pressure required for phase transformation becomes lower. The pile-up of lattice defects such as dislocations at grain boundaries also provides an effective pressure tensor concentrator, which can reduce the threshold for phase transformation. In addition, the presence of point defects such as vacancies enhances the atomic mobility for phase transformation.

In summary, anatase TiO$_2$ transformed to orthorhombic TiO$_2$-II after HPT processing under pressures of 1 and 6 GPa, and the fraction of TiO$_2$-II increased with increasing the strain. The TiO$_2$-II phase with grain sizes smaller than \( \sim 15 \) nm remained stable for at least 200 days at ambient pressure. The current study introduces a new mechanism for stabilization of TiO$_2$-II phase, whose photoactivity is recently receiving appreciable attention [7].
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Figure captions

Figure 1. (a) XRD patterns for powders and samples processed by HPT under 1 and 6 GPa for 4 turns, (b) XRD patterns for powders and samples processed by HPT under 6 GPa for various turns, and (c) fractions of anatase and TiO$_2$-II as a function of shear strain.

Figure 2. (a) Raman and (b) PL spectra for powders and samples processed by HPT under 6 GPa for various turns.

Figure 3. (a) Bright-field TEM image and (b) corresponding SAED pattern for anatase powders; (c-e) high-resolution TEM images of sample processed by HPT under 6 GPa for 4 turns. (c) corresponds to anatase grain (dislocations inside the grain are marked with T); (d) corresponds to lattice image of edge dislocation in anatase grain obtained by inverse FFT and (e) corresponds to TiO$_2$-II nanograins (diffractograms for grains A, B and C are shown in (e)).

Figure 4. A histogram of grain size distribution for anatase and TiO$_2$-II phases in sample processed by HPT under 6 GPa for 4 turns.
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